We demonstrate a method for monitoring the damage caused to a protein during freeze-thawing in the presence of glycerol, a cryo-protectant. For this work we synthesized magnetite nanoparticles doped with 2.5% cobalt inside the protein ferritin (CMF), dissolved them in different concentration glycerol solutions and measured their magnetization after freezing in a high applied field (5 T). As the temperature was raised, a step-like decrease in the sample magnetization was observed, corresponding to the onset of Brownian relaxation as the viscosity of the freeze-concentrated glycerol solution decreased. The position of the step reveals changes to the protein hydrodynamic radius that we attribute to protein unfolding, while its height depends on how much protein is trapped by ice during freeze concentration. Changes to the protein hydrodynamic radius are confirmed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements, but unlike DLS, the magnetic measurements can provide hydrodynamic data while the solution remains mainly frozen. C 2015 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. The study of biomolecules during freezing is an interesting branch of biophysics that is fundamental to food preservation 1 and plays an important role in pharmaceutical research, where freezing reduces the risk of microbial contamination 2 and simplifies transportation and storage. 2, 3 Despite this subject's importance there are many open questions, mainly due to the difficulty of obtaining information from the sample in the frozen state. 4 ,5 Here we demonstrate a method of studying protein damage in freeze-concentrated solutions while frozen. We report a study of damage to the protein ferritin during freeze-thawing cycles in glycerol-water mixtures. The proteins contain cobalt-doped magnetite nanoparticles to facilitate magnetic monitoring of their orientation. Our method is based on an approach used previously to probe protein Brownian rotation close to the glass transition of a freeze-concentrated buffer. 6 The protein ferritin is assembled from 24 subunits that form a spherical nano-cage with internal and external diameters ∼ 8 nm and ∼ 12.5 nm respectively. [7] [8] [9] Native ferritin has a ferrihydrite core, but this may be replaced by the synthesis of a variety of materials, 10 including magnetite 11 and magnetite doped with cobalt nanoparticles, 12 as used in this work. Ferritin is very stable and can withstand a wide range of pH (4-12) and relatively high temperatures. 8 Ferritin incorporating magnetite nanoparticles doped with 2.5% Co (CMF) was prepared using a published procedure. 12 The preparation of water/glycerol/CMF solutions is described in the supplemental material. 13 We designate samples by their glycerol concentration followed by the concentration of CMF in µM. For example 1M-0.9 is a sample containing 1M glycerol and 0.9 µM CMF. Field-cooled (FC) and zero field-cooled (ZFC) magnetic susceptibility measurements (not shown) of sample 1M-0.9 between 10 and 250K indicated a blocking temperature (T B ) of ∼ 67K for our CMF in a good agreement with previous work. 12 Magnetic measurements were performed using a SQUID magnetometer (MPMS-XL Quantum Design, San Diego, CA). To study its rotational dynamics, each CMF sample was freeze-concentrated and field-cooled in a high magnetic field (5 T) to 170 K. 13 During freeze concentration, water is removed from the glycerol solution in the form of ice. CMF segregates to the remaining glycerol solution. During field-cooling, the 5 T applied field physically rotates the CMF to (partially) align the easy axis of each nanoparticle with the external field. The viscosity of the freeze-concentrated glycerol increases as the temperature is lowered, and at 170 K the CMF alignment is effectively fixed.
M was then measured in 0.05 T applied field as the temperature was raised. Raising the temperature decreases the viscosity of the freeze-concentrated glycerol solution again. This allows M to relax by Brownian rotation, since the 0.05 T applied field is insufficient to maintain the initial alignment of the CMF easy axis with the field. The Brownian rotation gives rise to a step-like decrease in M, as seen clearly in Figure 1 . T R corresponds to the start of the step and is therefore the temperature at which the timescale for Brownian rotation reaches τ M , the timescale of the magnetic measurements (∼ 100 s). Note that at T R the timescale for Néel relaxation is typically only of the order of 1-10 µs, i.e. our sample is truly superparamagnetic.
Figure 2(a) shows T R as a function of the ratio of the initial CMF to glycerol concentration ratio. As this ratio increases, T R increases. We attribute the increase in T R to an increase in a, the protein hydrodynamic radius. Our reasoning is as follows: the timescale for Brownian rotation is proportional to ζ/k B T, where ζ is the rotational friction coefficient. 6 At T R , this becomes τ M ∝ ζ/k B T R , which means T R ∝ ζ. Assuming that the Stokes equation applies, ζ = 8πηa 3 where η is the (T-dependent) viscosity of the freeze-concentrated glycerol solution. Hence T R ∝ ηa 3 . Since η decreases with increasing T, an increase in T R imples an increase in a. Note that we have not included a dependence of η on glycerol concentration in this argument because we expect the glycerol concentration after freeze concentration to be determined only by the (supplemented) phase diagram 14, 15 for glycerol-water mixes and therefore to be independent of the initial glycerol concentration. Otherwise, η would be higher for a higher initial glycerol concentration, which would give the opposite trend in T R to that observed. We therefore still need to assume that a increases as the initial CMF to glycerol concentration ratio increases, in order to explain our results.
We further considered an alternative to an increase in a as an explanation for the increase in ζ for samples with a higher CMF to glycerol concentration ratio, namely that the increase in ζ is caused by finite size effects. Increasing the CMF to glycerol ratio would decrease the volume of freeze concentrated solution available to surround each protein, and if the thickness of the fluid shell became significantly less than a, this would also lead to an increase in ζ. Although we cannot completely rule out a contribution from this effect, calculations showed that it could not explain our results. 13 FIG. 1. -FC magnetic susceptibility measurements for sample 1M-0.9, normalized by the mass of CMF in the sample. The FC curve shows the step-like decrease in M due to Brownian rotation. The inset shows the derivative of the FC curve, which is used to estimate T R .
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FIG. 2. (a)
T R and (b) step height (see Figure 1 ) as a function of the initial CMF to glycerol ratio for freeze-concentrated and field-cooled samples, plotted logarithmically because of the range of values involved. Samples are labelled by their glycerol concentration followed by the concentration of CMF in µM. For example 1M-0.9 is a sample containing 1M glycerol and 0.9 µM CMF. Errors were calculated on the basis of estimates of the precision with which T R , step height and the relevant masses/concentrations could be determined.
During the freeze-concentration procedure, CMF could get trapped in ice or irreversibly adsorbed to it. In either case the quantity of CMF that is free to rotate as a particular sample is warmed after field-cooling will decrease. This will result in a decrease in the height of the step observed at T R . Figure 2(b) shows the height of this step, as a function of the CMF to glycerol concentration ratio. The step is calculated as the difference between the FC and ZFC magnetizations measured at 180K, normalized to the mass of CMF in the sample. From Figure 2(b) , there is some evidence that the amount of CMF trapped during the freeze concentration process, like the hydrodynamic radius a, increases with increasing ratio of CMF to glycerol. When this ratio is increased even further (sample 5mM-0.9 containing 5 mM glycerol and 0.9 µM CMF), no step is observed.
The most likely reason for the observed increase in a with increasing CMF to glycerol ratio would be partial denaturing of the protein. 
T R (K)
Step height (emu/g) consist of five helices, 16 and the freeze concentration process could cause their partial unfolding. To confirm an increase in a by a different method, we also carried out dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements to determine the percentage change in the diffusion coefficient D t of CMF in water and different concentration glycerol solutions before and after plunge freezing in liquid nitrogen and subsequent thawing. In each case, the freeze-thawing process led to a significant decrease in D t , implying a corresponding increase in a, as shown in Figure 3 . Furthermore, the increase was greater the higher the CMF to glycerol ratio, in complete agreement with our magnetic studies.
Although both DLS and our magnetic method can detect increases in a, the advantage of the latter is that it does not require the solution to be thawed to make the measurement. We took advantage of this property to study freeze-concentrated CMF solutions stored at low temperature. Samples 1M-0.9, 200mM-0.9, and 50mM-0.9 were measured again after storage for two weeks in a frozen state at 253K, then warmed to room temperature for 5 min, before being freeze-concentrated a second time, and field-cooled. The results are shown in Table I (the initial measurement data are a subset of those shown in Figure 2. ).
In each case T R after storage was, within error, the same as T R before, suggesting that there was no additional damage during storage to the protein that remained in solution. However, the step height after storage was significantly lower than the step height before, suggesting that during storage protein adsorbs to ice. After warming to room temperature and repeating the freezeconcentration procedure, however, T R increased corresponding to a further increase in a, presumably caused by additional protein denaturation. Furthermore, in two out of the three samples, thawing and re-freezing also led the step height to decrease significantly, suggesting that denaturation makes the CMF more likely to be trapped in or adsorb to ice. The decrease is greater for sample 50mM-0.9 where the volume of ice in the freeze-concentrated solution is greater, than for sample 200 mM-0.9. Interestingly, for sample 1M-0.9 the step height actually increases following thawing and re-freezing, which we attribute to the release of CMF that was adsorbed to ice rather than segregated to the freeze-concentrated glycerol solution at the end of the storage stage. This increase clearly outweighs any increased tendency for the partially denatured CMF to be trapped in or adsorb to the ice formed when this sample is freeze-concentrated a second time.
CONCLUSION
We demonstrate that it is possible to obtain information about damage caused to a protein by the freeze-concentration process via magnetic measurements. The main advantage of this method over e.g. DLS is that it can detect damage to a protein while the solution remains partially frozen. This means that it could be used to evaluate damage caused by storage at different temperatures and for different times, or to monitor the damage caused at different stages of the freeze-thawing process.
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